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Abstract— The project proposed in this paper is an 

innovative solution to bring up Indian culture and ethics 

towards the new generation of our nation with the help of 

gaming. The technology behind this is Artificial Intelligence 

and Unity Engine. Artificial Intelligence is one the fast growing 

technologies in the present industry, and the best fit for this 

technology is the world of gaming. Unity Engine has given a 

great edge for all the Game developers to integrate AI in their 

Project by using namespace: using UnityEngine.AI. The 

UnityEngine.AI namespace contains all the functionalities 

present in  AI . In unity we create a nav-mesh agent, this nav-

mesh agent requires a nav-mesh surface to navigate from place 

to place. There are multiple algorithms that should be used in 

order to train AI agent, the algorithms such as Path Finding 

Algorithm with shortest distance, Player tracing algorithm, and 

so on. The Agent will have certain range in which if player 

enters, the agent will find the shortest distance to reach near 

player and start attacking the player. The agent should be fully 

trained in a humanoid manner. To manage the agent and to 

train the agent we use C# script, which is Unity’s official 

Scripting language.  The player then needs to fight against the 

agent to survive and reach next round. With each level the 

player is educated with one of Indian’s rich culture and ethics. 

This project has met all the objectives derived and planned. 

The project is considered successful and ready to be launched 

in the real world implementation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 MIHT is an AI based simulation treasure game. The 
main objective of the project is to help our new generation 
educate about the Indian culture and its ethics. As the new 
generation is more inclined towards the gaming, and 
particularly shooting/ survival games, our project has taken 
that as its base. And what is the fun in having a survival 
game without AI in It! So MIHT has integrated the AI 
functionalities to make the game more interesting.  

 The player is constantly engaged in defeating the AI 
agents and heading forward to next level. But here comes a 
trick, it is too boring to just defeat the AI agent and clearing 
levels, so to make the level more interesting the player will 
get a hint after defeating the AI agents. These hints will 
represent the Indian culture. So now the player has to get the 
solution using the hint and then the player is allowed to head 
to next level. 

II. LITRATURE SURVEY 

A. Unity Technology: 

  

 Unity Technologies is one of the popular Game 
Engine in the current Gaming market. The Game engine was 
originally launched in 2005 to create video games [1]. Unity 
Engine has a huge community across the world over a 1 
Million registered developers [2]. As of 2020, applications 
made using Unity were used by 2 billion monthly active 
users, with approximately 1.5 million monthly creators [3]. 
Unity's eponymous platform is used to create two-
dimensional, three-dimensional, virtual reality, and 
augmented reality video games and other simulations [4][5]. 
Unity Engines has many built-in libraries/Namespaces which 
helps us to create well structured applications. In the 14 years 
since Unity’s engine launched, the size of the global gaming 
market has been exploded from $27 billion to approximately 
$135 billion, which is driven by the rise of mobile gaming, 
which now comprises the majority of the Gaming market [6]. 
Unity Engine is a cross-platform engine. Currently Unity 
Engine supports building games for more than 19 different 
platforms, including mobile, desktop, consoles, and virtual 
reality [7]. As of 2018, Unity platform has been used to 
create approximately half of mobile games in the market 
and about 60 percent of augmented reality and virtual reality 
content. [8]. 

 

Platforms Devices 

1) Mobile Applications  iOS, Android, tvOS. 

2) Desktop platforms Windows, Mac, Linux. 

3) Web platform WebGL 

4) Console platforms PlayStation, Xbox. 

5) Virtual/Extended reality 
platforms 

Oculus, PlayStation VR, 
Google's ARCore, Apple's 
ARKit, Windows Mixed 
Reality, Magic Leap, and via 
Unity XR SDK Steam VR, 
Google Cardboard. 
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Unity gives developers the ability to create games and 
experiences in both 2D and 3D platforms, and the engine 
offers a primary scripting API in C# language, for both the 
Unity editor in the form of plug-in, and games themselves 
[9]. 

 Unity Engine has its own official assets store called 
Unity Asset Store, where developers can get the asset that 
best suits their project. Unity Engine also gave an edge for 
the developers to use their own assets and models. Unity 
supports most of the file formats in which assets can be 
created such as .obj, .fbx, etc. Unity gives developers 
flexibility that they can import assets for both 2D and 3D 
games. Unity Engines has a rich physics mechanism, which 
helps most of the developers to concentrate on their game 
theme rather than wasting their time on the mechanisms.  

 

B. Artificial Intelligence:  

 
Artificial Intelligence is one of the rapidly growing 

technologies in the present industry. AI has brought a 
revolutionary change in the world of computers. AI is 
intelligence demonstrated by machines. It has a wide variety 
of applications in computer world, few of which are: Web 

search engine, recommendation systems, Understanding 
human speeches, self-driving cars etc.[10] The traditional 
goals of AI research include reasoning, knowledge 
representation, planning, learning, natural language 
processing, perception and the ability to move and 
manipulate objects. [11]  

AI consists of two main factors: agent and target.  

Agent is the component on which the intelligence is 
placed. 

 Target is the component onto which the AI has to be 
performed. 

. 

C. Artificial Intelligence In The World Of Gaming.: 

 
Artificial Intelligence is one of the crucial areas in the 

world of gaming. Now-a-days, almost every game uses 
Artificial Intelligence in it no matter what the theme of the 
game is. Traditionally the use of AI in the games were not so 
adaptive, there were certain instructions given to the machine 
which just gets executed every time, under a condition. But 
as generations passed, the expectations of the gamers 
increased which led to the advance AI in the gaming. Today 
most of the AI used in gaming reflects the real world entities 
and real world functionalities. 

 

 [12] 

a) Features of AI in game development: 

 

 AI in Path finding: These days game developers 
are offering the most advanced games that are much 
faster and better looking than ever. Path finding is 
used in most of the latest games, where Artificial 
Intelligence is used to plot the shortest distance 
between two points. AI is considered as a core 
component for most of the games today. Characters 
with different sizes and shapes can be moved in a 
goal specified manner. Thus, an AI-enabled program 
is developed to identify a well defined path from an 
origin to a goal, avoiding obstacles.[13] 

 AI in object detection: Artificial Intelligence is 
utilized for object detection, to locate objects in an 
image/scene and identify each object. High-end 
games with the capability of computer and software 
systems are bringing up object detection features. 
Many Game developers are utilizing “TensorFlow” 
for creating amazing uses of object detection in 
games. This technology is used in understanding and 
making practical use of real-life experience. Games 
with object detection are widely used in face 
detection, vehicle detection, pedestrian counting, 
images, driverless cars and many more.[13] 

 AI in game analysis: AI-powered gaming 
analytics provides a unique insights, allowing 
developers to quickly review the serious fault. AI is 
very much helpful in deploying the appropriate fix 
before any impact on the game. Mobile gaming 
companies are supporting AI which gives users 
impactful experience. AI-powered gaming analytics 
can easily and quickly discover issues that can lead to 
costly business incidents in real-time. Thus, with AI-
powered gaming analytics, the game developers can 
match  with their alerts and remove them with the 
data.[13] 

D. Artificial Intelligence In Unity Engine 

Unity Engine has an immense Artificial 

Intelligence functionality built-in.  Unity Engine has 

wrapped all its implementations of AI in UnityEngine.AI 

namespace, which made all the developer’s work easier. The 

developer now has to just use the namespace in their project 
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and they are good to start. To work with AI in Unity Engine, 

we need basic 2 components: nav-mesh agent and nav-

mesh surface. 

 

a) Nav-mesh Agent: 

In Unity Engine, nav-mesh agent acts as 

an AI agent. Nav-mesh agent is one of the 

popularly used components in Unity Engine when 

it comes to AI. The popularity of nav–mesh agent 

has reached top because, the nav-mesh agent can 

navigate across the game scene, which is the basic 

functionality required in most of the games. On top 

of navigating, the nav-mesh agent can even 

perform humanoid functionalities and path finding 

functionalities.  

 

 
[14]. 

b) Nav-mesh Surface: 

Nav-mesh surface acts as a base surface to 

the nav-mesh agent. Nav-mesh agent can only 

move on nav-mesh surface. Nav-mesh surface 

calculates the plane and makes a path on which the 

agent can navigate. It even detects the obstacles 

and the uneven plane. Nav-mesh agent takes the 

help of nav-mesh surface to find out the shortest 

distance to the player in which it can navigate. 

 

 
[15]. 

 

E. Pathfinding using Nav-Mesh: 

AI agents must often find their way around obstacles. 

The way that this can be done is by using Path-finding 

technique. This is where the computer needs to calculate a 

path for the characters to move along. Because this situation 

arises often in games, Unity provides a built-in pathfinding 

solution, called NavMesh.[16] 

 Games often represent the path-finding graph 

with a mesh. That is, just like a 3D model, the graph used 

for path-finding can be represented with vertices connected 

by edges. A mesh like this is called a Navigation Mesh, so 

Unity’s tech for this has the abbreviated name NavMesh. 

 

Unity has basic NavMesh functionality built-in, but it 

provides more robust mesh generation and pathfinding 

through an open-source project called NavMesh 

Components. When you set up your own projects, you can 

download these components from that GitHub 

repository.[16] 

 

a) Generating the Nav-mesh: 

Create an empty GameObject and name it 

NavMesh. The navigation mesh will be generated from and 

attached to this object. Now, add a NavMeshSurface 

component to this object. In the Inspector, there are now a 

bunch of navigation settings, as well as a couple of buttons 

for managing the mesh generation. Click on Bake, and 

Unity generates a navigation mesh using the default 

settings[16]. 

 

 
[16]. 

F. A* Algorithm for pathfinidng in Unity: 

 A* is a computer algorithm used in pathfinding. 

It is one of the most popular methods used in finding the 

closest path. [17] 

 

A* has an equation to determine the closest path: 

 F = G+ H 

 

 G stands for the 

movement cost from the 

starting square to the 

nearby square. 

 H stands for the 

movement cost from the 

nearby square to the 

final destination.[8] 
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[18] 

 

G. Unity AI And Its Role In Automation: 

 

Unity is used by different tech companies in the 

market. They praise Unity’s Artificial Intelligence 

for its excellent optimization, as well as its 

diversity and its possibilities. It’s a veritable 

playground of development, machine mastery, and 

more. 

 

The Unity’s workflow is tried and true, helping 

tech clients with robust system which utilizes the 

fantastic Unity asset store and broad appeal. 

 

We could very well see Unity being used in the 

future by majority of the tech companies to apply 

AI and ML needs. 

 

Regardless, machine learning will only become 

more and more impressive as years go by. Who 

knows, maybe the Turing test will become a 

commonplace thing in testing the validity and 

effectiveness of computers worldwide. 

 

Either way, Unity AI is at the forefront of this 

artificial intelligence revolution.[19] 

 

H. Firebase: 

 

Firebase is one of the powerful cloud platform 

offered by Google. Firebase has many features as, 

Authentication, Database, Storage, Hosting, etc. 

 Authentication: Firebase has a powerful 

authentication system. It offers many 

authentication ways such as: email, phone, Google, 

Facebook,  Play games,  Twitter, etc. 

 

o Database: Firebase offers 2 kinds of 

database Real Time database: Real time 

database is one of commonly used 

database in Firebase, which gives 

immediate change of data in applications 

as soon as data is updated into database. 

o Firestore database: Firestore database is 

a simple key-value pared database used to 

store small amount of user data. 

 Storage: Firebase offers a huge storage where we 

can store different format of files onto the cloud 

Hosting: Firebase even offers a hosting platform 

for our applications. 

 

 
[20] 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

As of today, Unity has released many software 

versions onto market in different platform possible. 

Considering our project requirements we choose to go with 

Unity Engine 2017.4.34f1. The version was best suit for 

our project requirements and it was light-weight compare to 

other modern Unity software.  

To start off with the development, we first need to 

install Unity Engine; the best way to go is, by landing onto 

Unity’s official website and downloading the licensed 

version. After Unity Engine is setup we start with our 

developing phase. 

 

a) Creating project:  

   As we run Unity Engine, the software 

gives us with an interface to create our project. This 

interface consists of Project name, project path, 

template(3D/2D). We need to fill all the details 

required and click on Create Project.  
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b) Working with scene: 

By default Unity Engine creates as new 

scene on loading the project In case if Unity could 

not create, then you can navigate to files and select 

new Scene. 

  

 
 

c) Importing assets into Project: 

Unity gives us the flexibility of importing 

assets in 2 ways. First way is by importing from 

Unity Assets Store and other from our disk. 

d) Designing levels: 

After importing all the required assets into 

the project we start with designing the levels. To 

design the levels we just need to drag and drop the 

assts onto scene, and craft them with your 

requirements. 

 
 

 

e) Creating player: 

For creating player, we need to create a simple 

Game-object and rename it to Player. For creating game-

object we right click on hierarchy and select Create Empty. 

After creating the game-object we need to add 

CharcterController component to the object. This 

component acts as the player controller. Now we need to 

create a C# script and specify all the functionalities the 

player should perform and then attach the script to Player 

gameObject created 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

f) Creating nav-mesh surface: 

Now it is the time to start creating AI functionalities 

in our project. To start with, we first create a nav-mesh 

surface for the agent to navigate. To create nav-mesh 

surface, Unity does not have any built-in scripts we need to 

get it from github, or if you want to customize your nav-

mesh surface you need to write your own customized script. 

For our project we will get it from github. After we have the 

nav-mesh surface scripts with us, we will find plane and 

attach the script on to it. 
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g) Creating nav-mesh agent: 

Before creating nav-mesh agent, we need to create 

an empty object and rename it as enemy. Enemy is place 

where our AI agent is going to be placed. After creating 

Enemy object, we go to inspector and click on Add 

Component and search for nav-mesh agent. Unity has an 

immense built-in AI agent called nav-mesh agent, Unity 

even gives us flexibility to modify the agent upon our 

requirements. 

 

 
 

h) Creating UI : 

Unity Engine has tremendous UI components built-

in in it. We can create UI by using those components. Unity 

even allows us to use custom UI but that should be 

integrated with the built-in components. To create UI in 

Unity, we right click on hierarchy and navigate to UI where 

we have bunch of UI components available. We can select 

any of them and use it in our project. 

 

 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

1) Navigating agent: 

 

 
 

2) Following player( A* algorithm):  

 

 
 

3) Navigating on surface: 

 

 
 

4) Following shortest distance (Pathfinidng): 

 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

Unity Engine has a tremendous AI support. The 

best feature about Unity’s AI is that, Unity has wrapped all 

its AI functionalities inside a single namespace called 

UnityEngine.AI, which saves most of the developer’s time. 

Developing an AI based game in Unity’s 

environment has given a great experience on how AI 

functions and what are the prerequisites for working with 

AI. 

The task for the development included AI design, 

game design, and programming. The whole development of 

the game was also a learning process for me, I was not very 

familiar with the AI concept at the beginning, and therefore 
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this thesis process gave me more understanding of the AI 

and Unity engine. My overall skill with Unity has increased 

a significant amount.  

If I want to make a game with cross-platform with 

AI features in the future, Unity will clearly be my first 

choice. 
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